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NEW

Introducing an effortless, stylish wax melt solution
An exciting innovation to flameless home
fragrance; the new stylish electric melt warmer
system allows consumers to change fragrances
in seconds, without touching the wax.

Scenterpiece electric MeltCup warmers deliver
fragrance quickly and easily. Launch sales in the
USA have exceeded all expectations.

See page 24 for full product range information.
Autumn & Winter 2015 Yankee Candle®
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autumn

NEW for

Out of Africa
Explore the exotic with four luxurious and adventurous new
fragrances for Autumn. Transport your senses on a romantic
adventure, with treasured perfumes of Musk, Orchid, and Amber.
Choose from Kilimanjaro Stars, Madagascan Orchid, Serengeti
Sunset, or Egyptian Musk.
Egyptian Musk A prized treasure … a captivating musk
with hints of vanilla bean and cedarwood.
Kilimanjaro Stars Like nightfall on the ice-covered peak, crisp,
clear mountain air is laced with cool mint and earthy patchouli.
Serengeti Sunset This enticing blend of fruit, citrus, lotus flower
and amber celebrates the haunting beauty of the African sky.
Madagascan Orchid Intense and intriguing … the exotic perfume
of this rare orchid holds an irresistible allure.
Each fragrance is available in all six Classic candle forms and
can be used with all Yankee Candle accessories, including our
complementary new seasonal collection.

NEW

Kilimanjaro Stars
in 6 classic
candle forms
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winter

NEW for

Baby it's fun outside,
and cosy inside
Hey, dodge that snowball! Cold air on your nose and snow on
your mittens, baby its cold outside this winter! And when it's
time to warm up, a cosy fireside gathering is what Christmas is
all about. Choose from Bundle Up, Winter Glow, Berry Trifle and
Cosy by the Fire.
Bundle Up A clean wintry scent that brings back frosty days and
cozy warm clothing. A touch of citrus adds the crispness of cool
powdered snow to layers of fresh linen.
Cosy By The Fire A warm mix of ginger, clove, and orange
combines with woody notes to give the snap of a crackling fire
and the comfort of a hot and aromatic drink beside it.
Berry Trifle The mouth-watering fragrance of fresh berries, tangy
and sharp, nestled on a white bed of soft vanilla cream—delicious!
Winter Glow A crisp scent of frosted leaves on snow-covered
trees in the cool air, all warmed by golden amber sun rays.
Each scent is available in all 6 Classic forms, with a collection of
complementary accessories, and a range of festive gift sets.

NEW

Cosy By The Fire
in 6 classic
candle forms
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fresh

Like just laundered sheets, a refreshing
sea breeze, or the earthy aroma of herbs,
these scents bring home familiar
feelings of freshness.

EVERYDAY

EVERYDAY

Baby Powder

Clean Cotton®

A soothing, fresh scent
that gently cleanses the spirit
and gives it a soft touch
of innocence.

Sun-dried cotton combined
with green notes, white
flowers, and a hint of lemon.

NEW

Egyptian Musk

Oud Oasis

A prized treasure … a
captivating musk with
hints of vanilla bean
and cedarwood.

Rich and seductive,
this prized incense
helps set a luxuriously
calming mood.

EVERYDAY

6
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EVERYDAY

Pink Sands™

Lemon Lavender

It’s an exotic island escape in
the beautiful mix of bright
citrus, sweet florals and
spicy vanilla.

Clean and inviting …
a powdery fresh blend of
tangy lemon citrus and
sweet lavender flowers.

Soft Blanket

Fluffy Towels™

Shea Butter

Ginger Dusk

Lake Sunset

Wrapped in sweet dreams …
a lullaby of clean citrus,
luxurious vanilla and
warm amber.

The fresh scent of clean
towels warm from the dryer
with notes of lemon, apple,
lavender and lily.

Pure contentment … indulge
yourself in this creamy
smooth scent with hints of
beautiful fruit blossoms.

The brisk feeling of twilight
air comes to life with the
energy of sharp, bracing
spice and a hint of sweet
citrus.

The serene beauty of the
sun’s golden rays as they
dip into still blue waters,
calling to mind the musky
descent
of nightfall.

NEW

Honey Glow

Amber Moon

Serengeti Sunset

Frankincense

Moroccan Argan Oil

The soft, captivating
radiance of this sweet
perfume creates an invitingly
warm, peaceful mood.

The enchanting allure of
warm golden amber in the
evening breeze with the
added intrigue of patchouli
and sandalwood.

This enticing blend of fruit,
citrus, lotus flower and amber
celebrates the haunting
beauty of the African sky.

This precious resin
has long been sought
for its delicate sweetness,
peppery spiciness and
balsamic wood undertones.

With hints of patchouli and
sandalwood, the exotic
aroma of rare argan oil
creates a uniquely inviting
ambiance.

EVERYDAY

EVERYDAY

NEW

Black Coconut

MidSummer’s Night®

Kilimanjaro Stars

Turquoise Sky

Aloe Water

Sunset in paradise … rich
coconut, cedarwood and
island blossoms promise
an evening of luxurious
tranquility.

An intoxicating and
masculine blend of musk,
patchouli, sage and
mahogany cologne.

Like nightfall on the
ice-covered peak, crisp,
clear mountain air is laced
with cool mint and earthy
patchouli.

Calm, salty air with hints
of sea grass and musk, float
gently on ocean waves…off
on an adventure beneath
a bright blue sky.

Clean, refreshing water
blends with thick,
soothing aloe to create
a wonderfully relaxing
fragrance experience.

Autumn & Winter 2015 Yankee Candle®
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floral

Like spring in bloom, these scents
are alive with the beautiful, alluring
essences of fresh, fragrant garden
flowers.

8
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EVERYDAY

EVERYDAY

EVERYDAY

Wedding Day®

White Gardenia

Midnight Jasmine

Champaca Blossom

True Rose

Always in good taste …
a sophisticated and
soothing blend of florals
and subtle fruits.

So captivating … the
stunning royal beauty of
lush white gardenias in
full bloom.

A seductively lush perfume
of water jasmine, sweet
honeysuckle, neroli, and
mandarin blossom.

The rare beauty and joyful
spirit of enchanting
champaca blossoms come
to life in this captivating fruity
floral nectar.

Alluring, rich and velvety …
as fragrant as a bouquet of
flawless deep red roses.

NEW

EVERYDAY

Madagascan Orchid

Pink Hibiscus

Fresh Cut Roses

Lovely Kiku

Lavender

Intense and intriguing …
the exotic perfume of this
rare orchid holds an
irresistible allure.

Bright and beautiful …
the effervescent, slightly
citrus bouquet of delicate
tropical hibiscus petals is
always inviting.

An intoxicating English
garden of fragrant
heirloom roses.

The flower of happiness …
the elegant, rejuvenating
perfume of chrysanthemum
with hints of sweet cherry
blossom and warm vanilla.

Powdered lavender bundles
tied with heather that is both
soothing and luxurious.

EVERYDAY

Lavender brings back
happy memories of time
spent in my garden on
hot summer days. A true
lavender fragrance.

Sylvie B.
Honey Blossom

Garden Sweet Pea

A Child’s Wish

The beautiful blend of flower
nectar, honey musk, freesia
and woods makes this both
full and delicate.

The sweet perfume of
delicate blooms accented
with hints of pear, peach,
freesia and rosewood.

A warm breeze of soft flowers
and fresh green fields
captures the sweet
innocence of childhood days
playing in the backyard.

Autumn & Winter 2015 Yankee Candle®
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fruit

From berry patches to citrus groves, these
mouth watering scents capture all the juicy
sweetness and tanginess of sun-ripened fruit.

Red Raspberry
Tangy sweet and full
of nature's goodness...
there is nothing quite as ripe, rosy
red raspberries.

10
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EVERYDAY

Sicilian Lemon

Mango Peach Salsa

Orange splash

Black Cherry

Sweet Apple

A bright & sunny citrus …
perfectly ripe, with a naturally
sweet and refreshing scent.

Sweet and zesty … juicy
mangoes and peaches
livened with citrus, ginger
flowers and pink pepper.

Like a burst of golden
sunshine the bright,
sparkling aroma of juicy,
just-picked oranges.

The absolutely delicious
sweetness of rich, ripe
black cherries.

The sugary sweet crispness
of a perfectly ripe apple
fresh from the orchard.

EVERYDAY

EVERYDAY

Mandarin Cranberry

Cranberry Pear

Sweet Strawberry

Pink Dragonfruit

Summer Scoop

Bursting with the vibrant,
fruity sensation of sweet,
sunny oranges and crisp,
tangy cranberries.

A positively delectable union
of sweet and tart … fresh
orchard pears drizzled with
decadent cranberry syrup.

The essence of perfectly
ripe strawberries sprinkled
with sugar.

Colourful and intriguing …
there’s a lure of adventure
in the sweet aroma of
this tropical fruit.

Delicious memories of
creamy, homemade
strawberry ice cream on a
hot summer day. One scoop
or two?

EVERYDAY

Black Plum Blossom

Cassis

Wild Fig

Pineapple Cilantro

Vanilla Lime

The deliciously enticing nectar
of beautiful black plum
blossoms with hints of
white musk and vanilla.

Vibrantly stimulating … the
lush aroma of black currant
berries with a fresh burst of
tartness.

A luxurious indulgence … the
lusciously rich, fruity aroma
of wild figs carefully picked at
the peak of perfection.

A tropical treat … fresh,
island pineapple served with
a citrus touch of cilantro and
sweet coconut.

Smooth and refreshing …
the creamy richness of vanilla
with sweet cane sugar and a
zesty lime twist.

Autumn & Winter 2015 Yankee Candle®
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food& spice
From fresh baked desserts to prized cooking spices,
these irresistibly delicious aromas make a home feel
cosy and inviting.

12
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EVERYDAY

Strawberry
Buttercream
Yum … an absolutely
luscious treat of plump,
sweet strawberries buried
in rich whipped cream.

Fireside Treats

Pain au Raisin

The joys of camp….
mesmerized by the fire,
singing and laughing, while
toasting marshmallows to
rich, gooey perfection!

The tantalizing aroma of
cognac soaked raisins baked
in buttery vanilla dough and
sprinkled with cinnamon.

EVERYDAY

EVERYDAY

Vanilla Cupcake

Cappuccino Truffle

Cinnamon Stick

The rich, creamy aroma
of vanilla cupcakes with
hints of lemon and lots
of buttery icing.

An irresistible café favorite …
the decadent pairing of
bold, roasted coffee and
luscious, velvety chocolate.

The fragrant mystery
of imported cinnamon
bundled with cloves.

Spiced Orange

Home Sweet Home®

Tarte Tatin

This bright, cheery blend
of sunny citrus and snappy
ginger is the perfect winter
warmer.

A heartwarming blend of
cinnamon, baking spices,
and a hint of freshly
poured tea.

So enticing … a
just-baked tart made
with sweet apples,
spices and vanilla.

Autumn & Winter 2015 Yankee Candle®
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festive
Be enchanted with these delightful seasonal
scents which celebrate the best festivities all
year round!

Season Of Peace
Reflect on the silently
peaceful solitude of winter’s
snowfall, captured in this
cool, enchanting white
musk blend.

Cranberry Ice
Refreshingly tart and sweet!
A cool, stimulating rush of
frosty red fruits bursting
with a tangy sweetness.

Candy Cane Lane
A favourite Christmas place
where delicious dreams are
made with tingly peppermint,
sweet cookies and creamy
vanilla icing.

14
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NEW

Snow In Love

Sugared Apple

Angel’s Wings

Winter Glow

Christmas Cookie™

Fall in love with this
delightful blend of creamy,
comforting woods and
wintry powder freshness.

A deliciously sweet apple
treat … a perfect recipe of
juicy apples sprinkled with
sugar and vanilla.

Spirits rise on this beautiful,
airy aroma of joyfully sweet
spun sugar, heavenly sheer
flower petals and divinely
smooth vanilla.

A crisp scent of frosted
leaves on snow-covered
trees in the cool air, all
warmed by golden amber
sun rays.

Buttery rich, vanilla scented,
holiday sugar cookies.

NEW

EVERYDAY

NEW

Red Apple Wreath

Berry Trifle

Christmas Eve®

Cosy By The Fire

Christmas Memories

A happy holiday homecoming
with the festive aroma of
sweet apples, cinnamon,
walnuts and maple.

The mouth-watering
fragrance of fresh berries,
tangy and sharp, nestled on
a white bed of soft vanilla
cream—delicious!

Traditional holiday scents of
a warm hearth, sugared
plums, and candied fruits.

A warm mix of ginger, clove,
and orange combines with
woody notes to give the snap
of a crackling fire and the
comfort of a hot and aromatic
drink beside it.

From the heart of the kitchen,
unforgettable moments
are brought home again with
this comforting recipe of
spices and sweets.

EVERYDAY

NEW

Snowflake Cookie

Icicles™

Christmas Garland™

Bundle Up

A new Christmas tradition
that is sure to charm:
perfectly pretty festive
cookies, deliciously
decorated with
sugary pink icing.

The crisp, winter forest scent
of ice covered pine branches
with tingly notes of spicy
cinnamon.

The season comes to life
in this lush aroma of freshcut pine boughs and zesty
cranberries.

A clean wintry scent that
brings back frosty days and
cozy warm clothing. A touch
of citrus adds the crispness
of cool powdered snow to
layers of fresh linen

Autumn & Winter 2015 Yankee Candle®
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NEW Autumn & Winter
Candle Accessories
From elegant décor enhancement to seasonal fun, these decorative
candle accessories improve sales as add-on items to scented candle
purchases. Shades and Illuma-Lids help steady air flow for a clean,
even burn, while trays offer heat-proof surfaces. Votive Holders and
Melt Warmers are must-have accessories for fans of smaller format
candles. See the Accessories catalogue for full range.

NEW African Etched Ceramic Collection

NEW Sunset Mosaic Collection

NEW Red & Green Snowflake Collection

NEW Santa Sleigh Collection

16
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Baby Powder

Wedding day

Snow In Love

Clean Cotton

Soft Blanket

White Gardenia

Midnight Jasmine

Christmas Cookie

Vanilla Cupcake

Spiced Orange

Cinnamon Stick

Black Cherry

True Rose

Red Apple Wreath

Christmas Eve

Red Raspberry

Summer Scoop

Pink Sands

Fresh Cut Roses

Lemon Lavender

Wild Fig

Black Coconut

MidSummer’s Night™

Turquoise Sky™

Vanilla Lime
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Fragrance
and style

Décor Candles
Décor by Yankee Candle is an elegant range of glass pillar
candles. It provides style-conscious consumers with a
sophisticated interior design option—labels are peelable
to allow a clean, colour-blocked arrangement perfect for a
modern look at any time of year.

NEW

Shea Butter and
Cappuccino
Truffle

Popular fragrances and a range of colours in contemporary
glass pillar candles make this collection ideal for sleek
candlescaping arrangements.
Each is available in three candle forms; large, medium
and small pillars.

Autumn & Winter 2015 Yankee Candle®
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flameless

fragrance

Refresh every room
This Autumn sees a major focus on flameless fragrance,
with new products launched across the category.
Demand for flameless is on the increase as consumers'
busy lifestyles mean they need continuous and hassle-free
scent throughout their homes. Now Yankee Candle has
even more options to cater for those needs, from
Scenterpiece to reed diffusers, and small space solutions
in all their favourite fragrances.

Autumn & Winter 2015 Yankee Candle®
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NEW

Reed Diffusers
for 2015

Signature Reed Diffusers

Classic Reed Diffusers

This much-loved range of reed diffusers features
decorated glass vases filled with true-to-life Yankee
Candle fragrance – and has now had a makeover
to include stylish, easy-open recyclable packaging.
Signature Reed Diffusers are perfect for traditional
customers who regularly have reed diffusers in
the home.

New for Autumn 2015; a range of twelve must-have
Yankee Candle fragrances in a new shape and size
of reed diffuser. Classic Reed Diffusers are perfect for
those who love the iconic Yankee Candle apothecary
shaped jars, and features a larger 250ml vase for
longer lasting home fragrance.

Available in 14 fragrances: Clean Cotton; Fluffy Towels; Lemon
Lavender; Vanilla Lime; Midsummers Night; Pink Sands; Vanilla
Satin; Black Cherry; Midnight Jasmine; Fresh Cut Roses; Garden
Sweet Pea; True Rose, Sparkling Snow; Sparkling Cinnamon

22
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Available in: Clean Cotton, Black Cherry, Lemon Lavender,
Midnight Jasmine, Midsummers Night, Pink Sands, Cinnamon
Stick, Black Coconut, Wild Fig, Amber Moon, Honey Glow,
Ginger Dusk

Décor Reed Diffusers
Elegant and contemporary, Décor Reed Diffusers
complement the clean design of Décor pillar
candles. This Autumn 2015 introduces a new
design-led packaging style and five new reeds
scents to appeal to a discerning customer and
make ideal gifts.
Available in Black Coconut, Midnight Jasmine, Midsummers
Night, Pink Sands, Cinnamon Stick, Clean Cotton, Black
Cherry, and Lemon Lavender

Autumn & Winter 2015 Yankee Candle®
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NEW Easy MeltCup Warmers
Offered in a range of modern designs to enhance any home
décor style, the warmers feature a flameless heater that quickly
melts the wax plus a recessed heating dish for a clean look and
a 6-foot power cord for flexible placement in the home.

NEW Weave

NEW Robyn

NEW Noah Grey

1. Select a stylish warmer to
enhance any room’s décor.

NEW Mia Teal

NEW Noah Black

NEW Scenterpiece
Easy MeltCups

™

Wax-filled, heat-resistant plastic cups mean users never have
to touch the wax or wait for it to cool. Available in 20 authentic
Yankee Candle® fragrances, cups can be used and reused for
up to 24 hours of fragrance each.

24

■ Fluffy Towels

■ Candy Cane Lane

■ Sparkling Snow

■ Christmas Eve

■ Clean Cotton

■ Home Sweet Home

■ Midnight Jasmine

■ Red Apple Wreath

■ Christmas Cookie

■ Sparkling Cinnamon

■ Vanilla Cupcake

■ MidSummer's Night

■ Mango Peach Salsa

■ Pink Sands

■ Cinnamon Stick

■ Lemon Lavender

■ Red Raspberry

■ Turquoise Sky

■ Black Cherry

■ Pineapple Cilantro
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2. Choose Easy MeltCups in a

variety of great Yankee Candle®
fragrances.

3. Enjoy the perfect mood fast…
change scents in seconds without
touching the wax.

An exciting flameless fragrance
innovation
Discover Scenterpiece—the most stylish and easy-to-use wax meltcup
system to date. A runaway success in the USA, it’s a beautifully simple
way to make any space in the home more inviting..
Scenterpiece allows consumers to change scents in seconds without
needing to touch hot wax. Simply swap the heat-resistant MeltCup to
change a fragrance quickly and easily. This produces ongoing demand
for Easy MeltCups which are available in a selection of 20 favourite
fragrances. The variety of Scenterpiece warmer designs perfectly
complement any interior design style.

Autumn & Winter 2015 Yankee Candle®
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FOR 3 PIN PLUGS

Scent-Plug
Electric home-fragrance with more choice
and colour! Mix and match shade colours and
designs with favourite Yankee fragrance refills
to create your perfect combination.

Electric Home
Fragrance
Continuous long-lasting Yankee fragrance, with
adjustable settings and auto shut-off feature.
Available in 2-pin plugs only.

Available in 3-pin plugs only.

26

FOR 2 PIN PLUGS

Spa

Sea

Sun

Ivory

White

Night
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Small Space
Solutions
Favourite fragrances –
wherever you are.
A variety of ingenious designs
that allow customers to freshen
and scent their vehicles and
small spaces with authentic
Yankee Candle fragrances.

For Autumn 2015 the range offering has been realigned to
ensure much-loved fragrances are available in all 3 small
space forms. New fragrances to the whole range include Black
Coconut, Turquoise Sky, Cranberry Pear and New Car Scent.
Car Jar® & Car Jar® Ultimate
Fragrance that goes everywhere! Great for cars and small
spaces at home. Available in popular Yankee® fragrances.
Makes a great inexpensive gift for any occasion.
Car Vent Stick
Great Yankee fragrance on-the-go! Works in vehicles to
neutralise odours and freshen air with Yankee Candle®
fragrances. Fastens securely to vehicle dash vents.
Autumn & Winter 2015 Yankee Candle®
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collections
Trend

Limited Editions
by Yankee Candle
Trend collections and limited editions celebrate seasonal
occasions and bring alive the latest home trends. These
ranges are a great opportunity for add-on sales and gifting.
This autumn features new collections for the seasons
including Sweet Treats, Halloween, and Christmas Sparkles.
New Sentiments candles are a modern and fun gifting
collection, and there's even something for the men.

Autumn & Winter 2015 Yankee Candle®
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D
E

F

NEW Scentiments
Capture sales with the trend for positive sentiments
This dazzling new collection of tumbler candles perfectly
captures the trend for positive sentiments in home décor
and gifting. It features nine charismatic gifting sentiments,
each one perfect for birthdays, housewarmings, thank-yous,
and all of life’s little events. Phrases are matched with a
favourite fragrance and come in a 10oz. 2-wick tumbler
candle with decorated glass.

I

G
H

NEW Scentiments

Fragrance

A A Warm House Makes a Glowing Home

Fluffy Towels™

B Shine Brighter

Sun & Sand®

C You Warm My Heart

Pink Sands™

D Positively Glowing from the Inside Out

Lavender Vanilla

E Sparkle. Twinkle. Hugs. Thanks.

Meadow Showers

F Twinkle Twinkle Birthday Star

Vanilla Cupcake

G Just Breathe and Take It All In

Beach Walk®

H Mums Make Everything Brighter

Lilac Blossoms

I Sparkle On, Gorgeous

MidSummer’s Night®

I

Autumn & Winter 2015 Yankee Candle®
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Halloween
Candles
and Accessories
A new Halloween collection of Limited Edition
candles and accessories is perfect for building
sales momentum for this popular occasion.
Two seasonal favourites are given a fashionable
twist with a stylish ombre jar design. Witches
Brew and Candy Corn are available in Medium
Classic jars, Votives and Tarts Wax Melts.
Returning strong sellers are joined by new
accessories such as Spooky Faces Votive holders
in Monster, Skull and Pumpkin designs, as well
as a new Pumpkin Melt Warmer.

WITCHES’ BREW

CANDY CORN

32
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WITCHES’ BREW

NEW Gentleman's
Fragrances
A great new sales opportunity—gentleman’s
candles. This season launches five new scents,
reminiscent of the barber shop. Each is clean
and classic with a modern twist. Available in black
glass tumblers with brushed metal lids, they are
a perfect way to appeal to new customers.

NEW Aftershave

NEW Chrome

NEW Barbershop

NEW Hair Tonic

NEW Hot Towel

This evocative mix of
juniper and patchouli
creates a woodsy,
masculine fragrance.

Notes of cardamom,
incense and cedar wood
create a coolly polished,
contemporary scent.

Unexpected sophisticated,
this blend of eucalyptus,
lavender and amber offers
a modern twist on a
classic tradition.

Smooth and fresh with a
splash of citrus, coconut
water and sandalwood.

This pleasantly soothing
combination of sea
salt breeze and white
woods is a refreshing
indulgence.

Autumn & Winter 2015 Yankee Candle®
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NEW Sweet Treats
Autumn Collection
Treat yourself and your customers to three
new sweet additions to the season, from rich
enveloping creamy desserts to sharp grown-up
drinks – perfect for a party! This limited edition
collection is perfect for incremental sales and
for customers looking for something different,
especially those with a sweet tooth!
Available in all 6 Classic forms.

34

NEW
Vanilla Bourbon

NEW
Gingerbread Maple

NEW
Cranberry Twist

A traditional warm-me-up
on a cold winter’s day-- a
mug full of something
steaming topped with a
layer of thick vanilla cream
and laced with a dash of
strong bourbon.

Baking spices and the
warm fragrance of
cloves, with just a touch
of maple, bring back
memories of gingerbread
cooling on cookie sheets.

A medley of sharp berries,
a hint of citrus zest, and a
dash of fresh ginger make
a refreshing concoction.
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Christmas Sparkles
Winter Collection
This season sees the return of two twinkling
favourites – back by popular demand! Add
some extra sparkle to Christmas sales with
these effervescent, slightly spiced versions
of festive traditions.
Available in all 6 Classic forms.

Sparkling Snow™

Sparkling Cinnamon

The crisp, naturally
fresh scent of gleaming,
snow-covered pines.

Holiday glow … the
spicy warmth of real
imported stick cinnamon
with a hint of cloves.

Autumn & Winter 2015 Yankee Candle®
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Wedding Day
A sophisticated and soothing blend of florals and subtle
fruits. Available in all 6 Classic forms for any time of the
year. Perfect for table centre-piece displays, wedding
favours, and venue decor, as well as gifts.
Make a feature of this elegant scent in store, alongside
other fragrances in key wedding trend colours, such
as those shown above, and show your customers how
Yankee Candle can enhance the best day of their lives!

36
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Coconut Collection
Six great coconut scents that all add up to
the perfect island getaway – anytime!
This collection is available in large 2-wick tumbler
candles, filled ceramic tumbler candles, and reed
diffusers.

Coconut
& Sea Air

Coconut
& Beach Flower

Coconut
& Mandarin

Coconut
& Lime

Coconut
& Vanilla Bean

Coconut &
Pineapple

You can almost hear the
surf when you breathe in
the brisk and refreshing
scent of sea air.

Beautiful and relaxing ...
the soft scents of beach
flowers drift in on the
warmest of winds..

So revitalising! This lively
medley of mandarin,
pineapple, coconut and
vanilla is like a tropical
vacation for your spirits.

What a happy
combination! This
uplifting marriage of
coconut and lime makes
every day feel brighter.

Breathe in the sensual
scent of creamy coconut
and pure vanilla
whenever you want to
feel warm, wonderful
and contented.

Tantalising and tropical
... leave your worries
behind when you inhale
this exotic coconut and
pineapple fragrance.
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Q1

MAY

FRAGRANCE OF
THE MONTH

JANUARY

FRAGRANCE OF
THE MONTH
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Q2

JANUARY

APRIL

IN-STORE FOCUS #1
Pure Essence Launch

IN-STORE FOCUS #1
Café Culture Launch

IN-STORE FOCUS #2
Love is in the Air

IN-STORE FOCUS #2
Wedding Day

FRAGRANCE OF THE MONTH
Champaca Blossom
Garden Sweet Pea

FRAGRANCE OF THE MONTH
Sicilian Lemon
Orange Splash

FORWARD ORDER NOW
Café Culture Gifting
AW15 Launch at Homi & Maison et
Objet

FORWARD ORDER NOW
Reed Diffusers
Halloween

FEBRUARY

MAY

IN-STORE FOCUS #1
14th – Valentines

IN-STORE FOCUS #1
10th – Mothers Day (Europe)

IN-STORE FOCUS #2
Grand Bazaar

IN-STORE FOCUS #2
Life’s a Beach

FRAGRANCE OF THE MONTH
Wedding Day
Sweet Strawberry

FRAGRANCE OF THE MONTH
A Child’s Wish
Soft Blanket

FORWARD ORDER NOW
Summer Trends
AW15 Launch at Spring Fair &
Ambiente

FORWARD ORDER NOW
Gift sets & early Christmas

MARCH

JUNE

IN-STORE FOCUS #1
15th - Mothers Day (UK)

IN-STORE FOCUS #1
Life’s a Beach

IN-STORE FOCUS #2
5th April – Easter

IN-STORE FOCUS #2
21st – Father’s Day

FRAGRANCE OF THE MONTH
Lovely Kiku
White Gardenia

FRAGRANCE OF THE MONTH
Vanilla Cupcake
Sweet Apple

FORWARD ORDER NOW
AW15 Classic ranges Scenterpiece

FORWARD ORDER NOW
Gift sets & Q3 trend collections

yankeecandle.co.uk +44 (0)117 3161200

planning

seasonal

Q3

Q4

JULY

OCTOBER

IN-STORE FOCUS #1
Out of Africa Launch

IN-STORE FOCUS #1
Christmas launch

IN-STORE FOCUS #2
Scenterpiece

IN-STORE FOCUS #2
Halloween

FRAGRANCE OF THE MONTH
Pink Dragon Fruit
Ginger Dusk

FRAGRANCE OF THE MONTH
Fireside Treats
Honey Glow

FORWARD ORDER NOW
Christmas

FORWARD ORDER NOW
Top-up Christmas orders –
Last Chance to Buy

AUGUST

NOVEMBER

IN-STORE FOCUS #1
Scenterpiece

IN-STORE FOCUS #1
Flameless incl. Scenterpiece & Reeds

IN-STORE FOCUS #2
Sentiments

IN-STORE FOCUS #2
Christmas Gifting

FRAGRANCE OF THE MONTH
Pineapple Cilantro
Mango Peach Salsa

FRAGRANCE OF THE MONTH
Cranberry Ice
Christmas Garland

FORWARD ORDER NOW
Christmas & FOM for 2016

FORWARD ORDER NOW
Spring 2016

SEPTEMBER

DECEMBER

IN-STORE FOCUS #1
Reed diffusers

IN-STORE FOCUS #1
Christmas Gifting

IN-STORE FOCUS #2
Sweet Treats

IN-STORE FOCUS #2
Flameless

FRAGRANCE OF THE MONTH
Home Sweet Home
Lake Sunset

FRAGRANCE OF THE MONTH
Season of Peace
Icicles

FORWARD ORDER NOW
Trade show launch Spring 2016

FORWARD ORDER NOW
Spring 2016

AUGUST

SCENTERPIECE™

NOVEMBER

REED DIFFUSERS

KEY:
See SS15 catalogue and VM Guide
Featured in this catalogue
2016 – TBC
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Fragrance

of the Month

It’s simple, easy to be a part of, and a great way to
boost sales. Each month 2 fragrances are featured
in all six Classic forms; Large, Medium and Small
Jar Candles, Tea Lights, Votives, and Wax Melts.
Qualified Retail Partners may purchase the
featured fragrances at 20% off* for the month of
the featured fragrance. FOM orders will ship no
later than 15th of the prior month. Orders must be
placed 90 days prior to shipping.
Retail partners may then promote the FOM offer
as a 25% off in store for 45 days. See your
Yankee Candle Sales Representative for full
Terms and Conditions.

Follow the planogram here and in our Visual
Merchandising guide to optimise your FOM
displays. They provide impactful in-store displays,
are easy to shop, and ensure even quantities
per candle form are accommodated.
Download POS at the Marketing Toolbox.
Visit trade.yankeecandle.co.uk
Discover Fragrance of the Month today; call
your Yankee Candle sales representative on
+44 (0)117 316 1200.**
*Maximum combined discount is 20%. See terms and
conditions for full details including minimum / maximum
order values
**Fragrance of the Month promotion may not be available in
all countries. Speak to your sales representative for details.

January 2015

February 2015

March 2015

April 2015

May 2015

June 2015

*Fragrances subject to change
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25%
OFF

*

*RRP

25%
OFF

*

*RRP

25 %
OFF

*

*RRP

Large Jar

Now On
ly

£14.99
Votive

Now On
ly

£1.35

Medium
Jar

Now On
ly

£12.75
Melt

Now On
ly

£0.94

Small Jar

Now On
ly

£6.29

Tea Lights

Now On
ly

£5.05

Signage pictured here
is subject to change
without notice

July 2015

August 2015

September 2015

October 2015

November 2015

December 2015

*Fragrances subject to change
Autumn & Winter 2015 Yankee Candle®
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Why Consumers Buy Candles
84%
TO BUY
A GIFT

“I’M ALWAYS

ON THE LOOKOUT
FOR GREAT GIFTS!”

TOP GIFT OCCASIONS
JULY – DECEMBER

1

96% 92%

CHRISTMAS

BIRTHDAYS

THE KEY REASONS

77%
JUST
BECAUSE

CUSTOMERS SHOP
IN GIFT STORES

66%
THANK
YOU

51%

HOUSE
WARMING

PLAN

TO SUCCEED
Success does not happen by accident.
Understanding why customers shop
in gift stores like yours lets you feature
the right products to maximize your
selling opportunities.

2

TO DECORATE
THEIR HOME

80%
OF CUSTOMERS
ENJOY DECORATING
FOR SEASONAL
OCCASIONS

63

THE TIME
% TAKE
TO LOOK FOR
NEW PRODUCTS

3
TO SEE
WHAT’S
NEW

81%
GO OUT OF THEIR WAY TO
ADD SPECIAL TOUCHES
TO THEIR HOMES WHEN
HAVING PEOPLE OVER
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Source: Scented Candle
Segmentation - USA Wholesale

Fast Facts

Large Classic Jar
Burn Time 100-150 hours
Size 10.7cm x 16.8cm
Weight 623g

Medium Classic Jar
Burn Time 65-90 hours
Size 10.7cm x 12.7cm
Weight 411g

Small Classic Jar
Burn Time 25-40 hours
Size 5.8cm x 8.6cm
Weight 104g

Votive Candle
Burn Time Up to 15 hours
Size 4.6cm x 4.8cm
Weight 49g

Tarts® Wax Melts
Burn Time up to 8 hours
5.6cm x 1.5cm
Weight 22g

Scented Tea Light Candles
Burn TIme 4-6 hours per tea light
Size 8.4cm x 6.1cm
Weight 9.8g per tea light

Large Perfect Pillar™
Burn Time up to 150 hours
Size 7.6cm x 19.1cm
Weight 566g

Medium Perfect Pillar™
Burn Time up to 95 hours
Size 7.6cm x 14cm
Weight 340g

Small Perfect Pillar™
Burn Time 35-45 hours
Size 8.6cm x 8.9cm
Weight 198g

Signature Reed Diffusers
Lasts up to 8 weeks
Size 6.3cm x 10.9cm x 22cm
Volume 88.7 ml

Classic Reed Diffusers
Lasts up to 16 weeks
Size: 29.9cm x 9.4cm x 9.4cm
Volume: 250ml

Decor Reed Diffusers
Lasts up to 12 weeks
Size: 6.5cm x 8.3cm x 23.4cm
Volume 170ml

Electric Home Fragrance & Scent-Plug™
up to 4 weeks
7.6cm x 7.9cm
18.5ml

Car Jar® & Car Jar® Ultimate
Lasts up to 4 weeks
Size 6.9cm x 8.1cm
Weight 12g & 30g

Car Vent Sticks
Lasts up to 2 weeks per stick (4/pack)
Size 6.6cm x 18.2cm
Weight 29g

Scenterpiece™ Easy Meltcup Warmers
Lasts up to 24 hours
Size: 8.5cm x 3.5cm
Weight 61g

Autumn & Winter 2015 Yankee Candle®
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Autumn & Winter

Fragrance
Palette
In 2015, we feature seventy five (75) amazing, true-to-life scents. All have been
carefully selected to maximise fragrance selection and colour as well as reflect
the subtle differences in our European consumers fragrance preferences.

2015
Autumn / Winter
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Welcome to Autumn and Winter
2015 from Yankee Candle.
This catalogue showcases our new fragrance
collections, each developed to maximise
seasonal opportunities and seed new favourites
in customers’ hearts.
This season, the spotlight is also on Flameless
fragrancing, with several major product launches
including the Scenterpiece Easy Meltcup System
and a new suite of reed diffusers.
In additional to new Trend Collections,
Accessories and Small Space fragrance options,
the catalogue also features a seasonal planning
tool to help you make the most of trends and
special occasions.

YANKEE CANDLE (EUROPE) LTD.
A SUBSIDIARY OF JARDEN CORPORATION (NYSE:JAH)
CABOT PARK,
POPLAR WAY EAST,
AVONMOUTH,
BRISTOL, BS11 0YH
UNITED KINGDOM
Tel: +44 (0)117 3161200
Fax: +44 (0)117 3161400
sales@yankeecandle.co.uk
www.yankeecandle.co.uk
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